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Good Afternoon, Everyone - Starting on Monday, January 30th, 2017, lunch numbers will no
 longer be accepted through the old way of collecting lunch numbers.  Lunch number will now
 be collected through PowerSchool.  Please, follow the instructions below.  You may start
 entering lunch numbers in through PowerSchool now to get the hang of it but they will not be
 used as the lunch count until the 30th.  You will still need to enter you lunch numbers the
 same way up until the 30th.  Thank you, and I hope that everyone has a great weekend!

Record Lunch Counts
The lunch counts are reviewed by the Front Office in PowerSchool and then given to the Cafeteria 
Managers. The lunch counts are recorded by the teachers in PowerTeacher.

Login to PowerTeacher or the Substitute PowerTeacher
https://williston.ps.state.nd.us/teachers/pw.html 
https://williston.ps.state.nd.us/subs/pw.html 

Click on the Knife and Fork forming the X next to the attendance chair for the Homeroom 
class.

Enter the lunch counts for the your Homeroom.  In the “Student” section, enter in the total
 number for Breakfast, Option 1 for lunch will be entered into “Hot Lunch”, Option 2 will be
 entered into “A La Carte”, then in the adult section enter what selection you would like. 
 Also, if you know a parent will be joining a student for lunch enter in the parents count 
underneath the Adult portion, as well. You do not need to worry about the milk section so 
you may just skip that.

Click Submit to save the Lunch Count.

https://williston.ps.state.nd.us/teachers/pw.html
https://williston.ps.state.nd.us/subs/pw.html


To modify the lunch count, simply return to the Knife and Fork X icon and adjust the 
numbers. Remember to click Submit to register the new numbers.  ***Do not modify the
 numbers after the specific time that the office staff have specified that the lunch 
numbers need to be in by.***


